
DEIC Meeting 
07 December 2020/ 03:48 PM / Google Meet 

Attendees:  Annette Meier, Laura Haycock, Julie Latiolais, Kelsey 

Thibodeaux, Victoria Angus, Brittany Novich, Denise White, Sabrina 

Weatherly, Donna Cole, Cindy Downs, Cara Holder, Kerrie Davis, Cindy 

Gale, Kevin Schexnaider, Brian Richardson, Jon Deckert, Taylor 

McDonald, Angela Harper, Irene Baize, Pete Konidis, Mike Spencer, 

Charity Cavazos, Liz Barbosa, Candace Whitewood, Sabrina Faulk, 

Jessica LaGrappe, Allison Zeig, Brenda Duhon, Julie Gauthier, Tanya 

Davis, Roxanne Ferguson, Misty Higgins, Crystal Werkheiser 

Agenda 
Mrs. Thibodeaux called the meeting to order 3:48 

1. Calendar Discussion 
Mrs. Gauthier opened with the discussion of the calendar and how many teacher days and student 
minutes were required. She talked about some extra time and minutes that were put in the 20-21 
school year calendar and what we might need to look at for the 21-22 school year. She also 
discussed the option of flex learning where you earn some hours during the summer the proposed 
amount is 12 hours in the summer and some in fall and spring. These flex days would be used for 
personal growth in areas that a teacher could use help with. The teacher would be responsible for 
utilizing these times or be docked. Dr. Duhon asked if these docked days could be made up with 
sick days Mrs. Gauthier said no but they would have all the regulations in place if the district 
decides to use these flex days. There was a draft proposal of the 21-22 school year calendar that all 
of the committee had a chance to review. We went through the calendar month by month and it fit 
all of the needs of the campuses. High school liked the semester ending before Christmas and 
elementary had their days for conferences. Mr. Schexinider said he would like to see the 2 
conference days be only that with them not being one of the flex days. Mrs. Gauthier said they 
would talk through that part with the administration. Brittany Novich made the motion to accept 
the proposed staff development waiver and Brian Richardson seconded.  

 
2. Cybersecurity  Update 



Mrs. Werkheiser gave an update on cybersecurity. She said the district was 96% complete on the 
training. They have done some phishing tests also. They moved student information to a cloud base 
system and  are in the process of moving the printer to a cloud base. They have added real time 
ware to help with the protection of the systems too. They  have updated most of the campuses to a 
window 10 system and added some new chromebooks to middle and high school. They will begin 
moving some of the old chromebooks to the elementaries after the first of the year.  

3. Summer School 2020 
Mrs. Gauthier said after talking with elementary campuses and seeing all of the loss in learning in 
these campuses due to the pandemic the district is looking at doing something new and innovative 
for summer programs. It would be centered around an enrichment type program. Admission for 
some free to others. Roxann Ferguson is working on this program. It would be a hands on 
enrichment program.  

4. Covid 19 update 
Mrs. Gauthier feels like the district as a whole has done well with covid all of the cases have been 
brought in, not spread from within. She said they have spoken with administrators about reaching 
out to their homebound students to get them to return after the Christmas holidays.  After the 
holidays homebound will look different. It will either be a sub or a teacher and they will serve all of 
that grade level in the district.  

5. Bond information 
All bond information and models are on the district website. The timeline as of now is on 
schedule. The 3-5 campuses are set to begin soon.  

7. Closing 
Mrs. Gauthier and Mrs. Thibodeaux ended the meeting by setting the next meeting on January 4th 
at 2:00.  

Adjourned: 4:31 

Submitted by Donna Cole 

 

 
 


